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CHAPTER I 
THE fPROBLEM, ITS JUSTIFICATION, AND THE 
DEr i NITION OF ARITH:ME TIC READINESS 
=- ___________ ..:;:=...-
teacher know the experiential background of every pupil in 
her particular group, so she can adap.t the number learning 
situation and the instruction to the level of the child's 
comprehension to insure his understanding of the new work. 
The child needs to see the relationship betwe·en what he is 
to learn and that which he already understands, otherwise 
there can be no meaning. The teacher must first discover 
what and how much the child already understands before be-
ginning to build and enrich the child 1 ~number concepts. 
Time is- too precious- to be wasted in trying to te~ch tha~. 
which the -child not only understands, but has already in-
corporated into his everyday living. 
For a number of years, the incidental. theory of 
teaching arithmetic has been followed in the Manchester, 
New Hampshire first grades• Some teachers have taught 
number ·work incidentally or in connection with some ac-
tivity program, .but, for the most par.t, there ·has been 
very little systematic number work in the first grade. 
In order to begin .the curriculum of meaningful, systematic 
,, ar.i thmetic in the first grade, a basis will be needed for 
II grouping the beginners according to their number back-
II 
ground. These arithmetic ·readiness tests which have been 
built by the writer were administered to all the first . 
graders in the school system in the fall of 1952 and the 
Ill results helped: the teachers . adjust their instruction to 
the needs of their particular groups. 
2 
~ 
'I 
III • . DEFINITION -OF ARITHMETIC READINESS 
Definition of arithmetic re·adine sa. There are -many 
different definitions of arithmetic readiness presented by 
various authorities on arithmetic, but the following two 
seem to be more inclusive. Stokes in his book states that: 
Readiness is the basic prerequisite for learning. 
The -establishment of concepts and meanings continuously 
and progressively, as the child matures · and moves for-
ward in the study of number, is ·, what is ~ knovm as arith-
metic readiness. Readiness~ as.sumesr:: that the child 1 s · 
mode of thinking becomes ~ more refined as each step -is_ 
taken and that he has sufficient experience to qualify 
him to act in more mature and systematic ways . It also 
I implies .that -at his level, he ~~s ability to integrate : I or reorganize his experiences.!/ 
I Burton in his d1ncussion on guidanc~ of pupil activities 
I
I says: 
ReadineBs is the pedagogical counterpart, so as to 
speak, of maturation but includes social and intellec-
tual maturi-ty as well. That is; we · say, at a certain 
time the child is . ready to read, ready for formal 
ari thmet1c • • • • His.:_ physical and neurolic.al ma-
turity and his -experiential background are such that 
he can read, could do abstract arithmetic • • • _if 
the situation arose ··which demanded· such th1ngs.Y 
1/ Stol{es;- C. Newton, Teachinpj 't,he Meanings of 
I Arithmetic• New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
1951, p.34. 
1
1 Y Burton, William H., The Guida;nce of Learning 
Activities. New York: Appleton-Century~Crofts, Inc., 
1944, PP • 158-9. 
I 
II 
II 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
~1terature on experiential background of pre-sohool 
children. Many studies show that by the time children are 
ready to enter the elementary school, they have acquired 
an understanding of the quantitative and have some facility 
in dealing with it. Naturally, this understanding varies 
-1 in both quantity and quality, depending upon the child and 
I the kind of opportunities granted him for acquiring it. 
These studies also show that there is· a bro-ad basis for 
number tea ch ing which the school cannot afford to i gnore. 
Woody!/ concluaed that children have much ability 
before fo rmal instruction .is begun. This knowledge is not 
limited to counting and adding simple combinations, but 
includes an elementary knowledge of fra ctions, types of 
measurements , money, a nd an understanding of processes· 
demanded in solving verbal problems. 
iZ Woody, C., "Arithmetical Backgrounds of Young 
Children," Journa l of Educational Research, October, 1931, 
PP• 188-201. 
======~==========~====~-=-=-==~~=============-=-=~~========================- -
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Evidence presentea by Brownell,g/ Buckingham and 
Ma?Latchy,2/ and McLaughlird/ shows that pre-school chil-
dren have a greater understanding of number and its appli-
cation than is generally recognized. This knowledge is 
remarkably functional with these y0ungsters. They can use 
it and apply it to concrete situations. 
Number experiences confronting t welve three-year- II 
old chil<flren were observed by Clark5/ during morning sess-
ions for four weeks. Terms of position and indefinite 
comparisons were best understood and seemed to occur usu-
ally in relation to the child himself. 
Y Brownell, William A., 11 The Development of Chil-
dren's Number Ideas in the Primary Grades," Supplementary 
Educational Monographs, Chicago, Illinois: University of 
Chicago Press, 1929. 
2/ Buckingham, B. R. and MacLatchy, Josephine, "The 
Abilities of Children When They Enter Grade One, 11 Twenty-
Ninth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Education,Part II. Bloomington, Illinois: Public ·School 
Publishing Co., 1930, PP• 473-521. 
!:J:I HcLaughlin, Katherine, "Number Ability of Pre-
School Children," Childhood Education, May 1935, PP• 348-
350. 
,.2/ Clark, Eileen, "Number Exneriences of Three-
Year-Olds," Childhood Education, February, 1950, pp. 247-
50. 
Readiness for beginning arithmetic instruction. 
Arithmetic readiness has become increasingly important in 
the thinking of many teachers and other educa tors. The 
publica tion of numerous magazine articles, bulletins, and 
chap ters in books, as well as other articles of research, 
bears this out. This attitude and interest being so pop-
ula r gives indication that readiness is an important phase 
of present-day philosophy in arithmetic instruction. Edu-
cational investigators are still working on the concept of 
a rithmetic re adiness, the majority of them stressing the 
fact that growth in meanings is more important than ab-
stract symbols. 
\men teachers t ake into consideration all the re-
search finding s on the meaningful concepts that first 
gr ade pupils bring to school with them and a fter their own 
testing and observation, they should become convinced tha t 
delay in the use, extension, and correction of the already 
e.stablished ideas can result in the waste of natural 
learning situations a nd in the formation of incorrect, 
self-ta u ght methods of dealing with number experiences. 
Hildreth§/ states that, "Child interest is an in-
dicator of number readiness. The mature child virtually 
Q/ Hildreth, Gertrude, Readiness for School Beginne rs. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, H. Y; World Book Co., 1950, p. 34. 
--- - ===-==-
demands to be taught arithmetic through asking ce a seless 
que s tions about arithmetic." 
~~en the tea cher d iscove r s t h a t the pupils are not 
ready for arithmetic, then it is up to her to provide a 
r eadiness program, as Swenson points out: 
Appraisal should be a forerunner and a concomitant 
of the highly i mportant business of developing readi-
ne·s s where it is l a cking . If a child or a group of 
children do not seem t o possess adequate readiness, 
the teacher's next step is o~7 of positive action 
rather t han passive waiting.~ 
Others stress that the number notions which pupils 
have should be furthered by building new concepts on the 
ba sis of what they already understand. Stokes believes 
that: 
If the learner sees the connection betwe en a pro-
p osed new learning a nd some seemingly useful under-
standing, he becomes interested. Any .materials so 
related tha t the learner can reorganize and appre-
cia te the rela tionship naturally become interesting. 
The new elements are ea sily learned. Drawing upon 
previous experiences t o provide the factor of inter-
est ig 1one of the soundest of principles i n educ a-tion.~ 
1/ Swenson, Esther • • , 11 Ar1 thmetic for Preschool 
and Primary Gr ade Children," Fiftieth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Educa tion, Part .II. 
Chica go, Illinois: University of Chicago Pres s , 1951, 
P• 56 • 
.§/ Stokes, C. Ne wton, Tea ching the Meanings of 
Arithmetic. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
1951, p . 38. 
Swenson, too, considers the link between past experience and 
new learning as vital to success when she says: 
Primary grade chil·dren are sometimes hindered in 
their learning as they are · introduced to arithmetic as a 
school subject because. they think of it as some strange 
and new learning task instead of as a .simple extension 
of experi~qces they have already had with number and 
quantity.':U 
The stress on meaning demands that arithmetic be in-
troduced very early in the primary grades. Buckingham makes 
the following statement: 
What do we met;~.n by arithmetic? If we mean the ab-
stract, then those who postpone it are justified, if we 
mean the le rning of the rich field of concrete arith-
metic which _lies between counting and manipulation of 
abstract, the children are already abundantly ready to 
do it, a£~?rithmetic is no longer inappropriate in 
Grade I • .:!:Q; 
In fact, Koenker11/ conducted an experiment to determine 
the relative achievement in arithmetic of kindergarten pu-
pils who were subjected to a planned program of number ex-
periences with matched pupils - who did not have such a pro-
gram. After carrying on the program from September to May, 
the pupils were tested and the experimental group showed a 
greater gain, although the gain was not very impressive. 
2/ Swenson, oo. cit., P•55· 
~ Buckingham, B. R., 11 fuen to Begin Tea.ching Ari th-
metic, Childhood Education, May, 1935, P• 340. 
ll/ Koenker, R. H. , "Arithmetic .Readiness for the Pri-
mary Grades," Supolementary Educational Monographs, #70, 
Chicago, I11: The Univ.ersity of Chicago Press, 1949. 
Present-day emphasis on factors· which precede abstract 
arithmetic. Rich concepts: of number must be developed before 
abstract arithmetic can have meaning. Such concepts: should 
be derived from children's experiences at school and at home. 
Many later difficulties may be avoided by developing these 
meanings through the normal experiences common to children of 
the primary level. 
Many authorities feel that one of the reasons for the 
difficulties in learning elementary number processes arises 
from a sudden transition ·from concrete- to abstract forms. 
They believe that intermediate steps should be provided to 
connect these extremes, if an adequate understanding of num-
ber is to be r ealized. Four ste.ps . in this progress from the 
concrete to the abstract are suggested: 
1. Purely concrete stage, in which objects ar.e used. 
2. Picture stage, which is a natural transitional step 
from the concrete since the material objects are re-
moved and a representation is substituted. 
3. Semi-abstract stage, where use is made of circles, 
dots; squares, and other geometric figures in formal 
representation~ of the objects. 
4. Abstract stage, where the child must substitute men-
tal associations for the tangible proof of numeric:al 
relationships which existed in the earlier stages. 
-- -- -------
The pre-school knowledge that children bri ng to school 
is unevenly developed in different phases of number and lacks 
organization. Meaning and organization must be supplied be-
fore the child can work intelligently with abstract numbers 
and their relationships. Buswell has shown this need in the 
f ollowing statement : 
The various number facts may be taught in such a for-
mal fashion that they wi·ll be learned simply as verbal 
statements rue .because the book or the teach r says they 
are true, dn the contrary, the relationships among num-
bers may be-developed through experiences so concrete in 
character that when the child finally arrives at such a 
generalization as 4 ' plus 5 is 9, it will not simply be a 
verbal statement, but an item of his own experience 
which he is w1·lling to vouch for and defend against all 
odds, simply because he knows that four things and five · 
more things ·always make a total of nine things. This 
type of understanding does not come from drill on number 
combinations• It comes rather from muc~ concrete expe-
rience in combining numbe;rs. • • • This · type of 
arith~~~ic · should give meaning to normal social experi-
ence.W 
Rich concepts of concrete number must be developed be-
fore abstract arithmetic of the third and fourth grades can 
have meaning as Swenson infers in the following: 
Children need to become familiar with preliminary con-
cepts before they can be expected to deal successfully 
with later concepts which rest upon earlier ones. If 
each new idea can be presented so that the learner sees 
it as a clear and orderly extension of something he al-
re ady understands, he is saved the bewilderment and even 
panic which is so natural when one new_§~d strange con-
cept after another is forced upon him.~ 
W Buswell , G. T., "Deferred Arithmetic~" The Mathe-
matics Teacher, May, 1938, p . 197· 
W Swenson, op. cit., P• 57· 
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Buckingham, too, stresses the need for beginning mean-
ingful arithmetic early: 
If we accept the current philosophy as to the value of 
meaningful arithmetic, we must be prepared to begin that 
type of arithmetic when children enter school . We must 
select and co-ordinate su h meanings ~s are likely to 
favor insight. We must grade these meanings according to 
the maturity of the child. We must build our arithmetic 
from the beginning with the intention of teaching it with 
meaning and we must ~Y.~ise ways at every level of evalu-
ating understanding.~ 
Morton brings out the necessity for social emphasis in 
a modern arithmetic program when he says:· 
More emphasis is being placed upon the usefulness of 
ari thmetic in life's affairs, and thus leads to a better 
program. Children are more interested if they believe 
that arithmetic is .useful, rather than being a .series of 
difficult t asks -to be mastered. Care should be given 
not to bec~~7 so socially minded that it receives scant 
a ttention.Lu 
Me Swain cautions teachers not to begin abstract arith-
metic without fir s building an adequate background: 
Haste in abstract teaching is a barrier to creative 
learning. Teachers in the primary grades should provide 
time and concrete materials to aid pupil?_~ discovering 
the foundational. concept s in arithmetic.W 
W Buckingham, B. R., "Social Point of View in Arith-
met ic," Sixteenth Yearbook of the National Council of 
Te a chers of Mathematics. New York: Bureau of Publicat ions, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941, p .280 . 
1.2/ Morton , Robert L., "Arithmetic in the Changing 
Curriculum," N. E. A. Journal, September, 1949, PP • 430-31. 
1.§/ Me Swain, E. T., "Discovering Meaning s in Arith-
metic," Childhood Education, February, 1950, P• 268 . 
-----:r--
Harding suggests the use of what he terms "planned 
functional u se" arithmetic which he says is more inclusive 
than the meaning theory, since the emphasis is placed on t he 
child rather than the subject matter, when he points out: 
Concepts and processes to be presented to a given 
group ·.are determined in terms of the ability and the 
maturity of the group, and use i s made of the chil-
dren's own interests, purposes, and drives. Teacher 
p lans with them and guides them into activities and 
projects involving use of processes to be learned. 
She leads the children to explore, to find out for 
themselves, and to think thro~gq procedures rather 
than pa ssively accept a rule.11/ 
Need for arithmetic readiness measures. Since there 
are such marked variations in the degree of number readiness 
among the members of a typical class, it is desirable that 
these individual differences be discovered in the early weeks 
of the school year. Although it is often sugge sted that 
teachers ob serve their pupils' activities and listen to 
their informal discussions to le arn the scope of their number 
background, yet it seems that more objective data are needed. 
Otherwise, the information would be fragmentary and no uni-
form record of it could be made, and with thirty or so pupils 
it would be difficult for a teacher to ~emember which number 
notion a particular child possesses. If systematic number 
work is to be taught, then the evaluation must be systematic, 
W Harding, Lowry W., "Developing Number Concepts 
Through Planned Functional Use," N. E. A. Journal, March, 
1951, P• 199· 
=---:=-c- -- -
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too. The need for testing meaningful arithmetic is stressed 
by a number of authorities in the field. There - is still 
need for better arithmetic readiness tests, since most of 
the present ones do not even touch upon the concept of 
grouping and many other aspects of number that ar.e included 
in a modern first grade program. Spitzer warns: 
Unless our procedures _and teehniques for evaluation 
in arithmetic keep pace with the improved instructional 
procedures , we shall find that imp~g~ement is hindered 
by the means of evaluation we use.~ 
Wrightstonel2/ reminds us that the tests -must evaluate - 11 in 
terms of skills, concepts; attitudes, interest, and personal 
adjustments . 11 
Storm discusses -the need for testing understandings 
and he provides a list which: 
••• -should provide a basis for research in organ-
izing the content of arithmetic as. well as for research 
in developing new type tests which~re,cognize the current 
emphasis in meaningful arithmetic.£Q1 
1§7 Spitzer, Herbert F., Teaching of Arithmetic. 
Bo ston: Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1948, PP• 334-s. 
121 Wrightstone, w., "Evaluating Achievement," Child-
hood Education, February, 1948 , PP• 253-4. -
W Storm, w. B., "Arithmetical Meanings That Should 
Be Tested, 11 Arithmetic -1948. Chicago, Illinois: Chicago 
University Press, 1948, P• 26. 
II 
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If meaning in number learning is to be established, 
Stokes states: 
• • it must be ascertained whether the learner is 
qualified to begin his study through the use of animate, 
inanimate, or semi-concrete things, or perhaps with ab-
strac.t or generalized learnings. It is apparent that 
the modes of thinking he has acquired, the power he has 
gained through the process of maturing and through ear-
lier vital experiences, decide the l~~ue. Individual 
differences produce the variations.£1/ 
Teachers must know what the number concepts are that 
their pupils possess in order to be able to discriminate 
between the ready and the less ready pupils. How tests are 
helpful for this purpose is brought out by Hildreth: 
Readiness tests help to screen out at the beginning 
of the term those pupils who would most certainly fail 
if they undertook the difficult work . The purpose of 
tests is to discover pupil traits early so that the 
schoo ca n provide proper environment and training for 
the pupils. • • • Obta ining the desired information 
early enables the teacher to take the facts discovered 
into account in planning the program for beginners. 
Test ing saves time and prevents costly errors by elim-
inating considerable guesswork in sizing up the class 
as a vnLole and in determini~~ 1the traits and limita-
tions of individual pupils.~ . 
The inadequacies of the standardized arithmetic 
tests are reported by Spitzer: 
Cornmer~ially distributed readiness tests in arithme-
tic have not reached any high level of popularity, and , 
as a result, a few are on the market. Little is known 
ki/ Stokes, op. cit., p. 34 . 
££1 Hildreth, op . cit., P• 64 • 
. -
II 
c-oncerning the uses. of such tests in beginning arithmetic 
and even if low scores are revealed by the tests, we know 
very little about the program needed for the pupils who 
make the low score. • • \ifuether this lack in prog-
ress is due to teacher indiffer-ence, to the nature of 
arithmetic, to lack of satisfac.tory testing instruments, 
or to some other reason is not known. That there is 
little interest at present is the best statement prob-
ably that can~~7 made on the 'status of arithmetic readi-
ness testing.£..u 
W Spitzer, Herbert F., "Testing Instruments and 
Practices in Relation to Present Concepts of Teaching Arith-
metic," Forty-Fifth Yearbook .of the National Society for the 
Study of Education, Part I. Chicago, Illinois: The Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1946, p. 192. 
CHAPTER III 
THE CONSTRUCTION AND ADMI NI STRATI ON OF THE TESTS 
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CHAPTER III 
!I THE CONSTRUCTION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE TESTS 
I 
The importance of using readiness· tests before be-
ginning r eading instruction has been accepted by most first 
' grade teach~rsjand excellent reading readiness · measures 
,, have been constructed and are being used widely throughout 
the country. The same philosophy needs to be adopted in 
the field of arithmetic , . so that early in the school year 
teachers may learn the experiential number background and 
t he level of maturity that each child in their groups has. 
attained and on that basis plan for the guidance of sma~l 
groups with common needs in number wo~k as is done i n read-
ing . 
The Manchester school system is building a more 
meaningful and systemg.tic numbe·r curriculum for its first 
grade . In order to begin this new cur iculum a ·-basis for 
grouping pupil s according to their needs for arithmetical 
instruction was needed, so the writer constructed the 
arithmetic readiness tests, and the results of the tests 
were used by the teachers in forming their groups. 
Choiee of objectives. The readiness tests were con-
structed to measure · the abillties, knowledges, and under-
I 
-- - - 4"-1 -==-=== =-L~ 
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standings _ which first grade pupils possessed in the varioua 
areas of arithmetic included in the New Hampshirell and 
other courses of studies investigated by the writer to make 
certain that all phases of number would be taken into con-
sideration. The content of the tests was based upon the 
following objectives: 
A. To test the pupil's ability to 
1. count by rote by ones to 100. 
2. count objects . to 20. 
3. give personal information containing numQers---
addrees, telephone number, and birthday. 
4. name the days of the weelc. 
5. identify monetary coins~--penny, nickel, dime, 
quarter, . and half dollar .• 
6. tell the relative value of these coins. 
7· associate picture · groupings of number with 
semi-abstract groupings• 
8. reproduce in semi-abstract form picture group-
ings of number. 
9. identify number groupings · in picture and semi-
abstract formations. 
1/ Program of Studies. Arithmetic---Grades One-Six-. 
Concord, N. H' New Hampshire State Board of Education, 1943, 
PP• 7-12. 
10. as sociate' thff- abstract number symbols with the 
corresponding number of objects · in picture 
groupings. 
11. supply the missing numbers in a series . 
12. form legible figures ~rom 1 to 10 inclusive. 
13. tell time by the hour and the half hour. I 
I 
14. solve simple oral problems involving the four ,I 
fundamental arithmetical processes . 11 
B. TCO> test the understandings ··of a number background 
vocabulary' 
1 . Descriptive terms. 
2. Positional terms. 
3. Comparative terms . 
4. Quantitative terms. 
5. Ordinals from 11 first" to " tenth" inclusive . 
Development and administration of the preliminaty 
I tests. The above objectives were used as guides in con~ 
structing the items in the arithmetic readiness tests. 
Since these tests were intended for the beginning first 
grade pupils they needed to be ent i rely pictorial because 
pupils in the first grade cannot read much that early in 
the school year. The directions : had to be concise and 
consistent and all the directions had to be given orally 
1 by the teacher. Children of this age tire easily, there-
fore; the sub-tests had to be made short, and the time of 
each sitting had to be brief. The situations used in the 
tests had to be those which are commonly experienced by 
f 
most six-year-olds . 
The f irst tests were ·entirely paper-and-pencil tests. 
They included 107 objective-type items including t he tech-
niques of matching, .alternate response, multiple choice, 
and simple recall. The tests v1ere divided i nto ten sub-
tests which measu:red the following number ar.eas---recogni-
~ion of groups of objects, writing number symbols, making 
crude comparisons, simple problem solving, and the recogni-
t ion and relationship of monetary coins. 
The tests were administered to 52 pupils in two 
kindergarten classes in April, 1952. They were administered 
to the kindergarten instead of the first grade because the 
first grade had already had almost a year of number work . 
After the tests were corrected and the results analyzed, a 
complete item analysis was done. M~ny of the items were 
retained , some were changed in form, and a few were elim-
inated. The set-up of the tests was completely r evised by 
making the pictures larger, placing fe wer items on a page, 
and adding an individual testing section, for it was felt 
that the preliminary te sts failed to touch upon areas that 
are important in first grade number work. Rote counting 
-- -===--==-= it 
and counting of objects, telling time, giving personal in-
forma tion involving the use of number, and the days of the 
week 'ie r e added. Much of the writing of numbers was sub-
stituted by ma tching items. 
Re~administration of the r evised tests. The revised 
tests wer e divided into two parts---oral individual tests 
and a number of paper-and-pencil tests. They were adminis-
tered to the same 52 pupils in the kindergarten classes in 
May, 1952. The tests were corrected, analyzed, and revised 
slightly. 
The nature and administration of the final tests. 
The final refined tests included oral tests g iven to in-
dividual pupils and 13 sub-tests given to the entire class 
and re qu ired the use of paper and pencil. The tests· covered 
the objectives previously outlined: 
Oral individual tests---
Item !---Objective A. 1. 
Item li---Objective A. 2. 
Items III, IV, and V---Objective A. 3· 
Item VI---Objective A. 4. 
Item VII---Objective A. 5. 
Item VIII---Objective A. 6. 
'I 
'lri tten group tests---
Item I a. ---objective B. 1. 
Item I b. ---objective B. 2. 
I tem I c. ---obj ective B. 3· 
Item I d. ---objective B. lt-. 
Item II a. ---objective A. 7. 
Item II b. ---objective A. 8. 
Item II c. ---objective A. 9 · 
Item II d. ---objective A. 10. 
Item III a. ---objective A. 11. 
Item III b. ---objective B. 5· 
Item III c• ---objective A. 12. 
Item III d. ---objective A. 13. 
Item III e. ---objective A. 14. 
The final tests were admininstered in October, 1952, 
to 624 fir s t grade pupils in the twenty-four classroom:. of 
the Manchester, N~w Hampshire, public schools . The t VTenty -
four first grade te.a chers tested their own groups . The 
tests were corrected, and the results were summarized by 
the v1ri ter. 
=- --- -=----=--=== ---
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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CHAPTE-R Dl 
ANALYSIS ·· oF DATA: 
The results -reported -in this analysis were compiled · 
from da ta obtained from the oral individual arithmetic 
readiness tests and the written group arithmetic readiness 
tests administered to 624 first grade pupils in t he Man-
chester, Ne w Hampshire public schools in October, 1952. 
Due to illness, transfers, and absences, only 567 pup ils 
completed the tests, and the data in this study are based 
upon this · number. 
The first grade pupils in the city's twenty schools 
represent a · .variety of backgrounds and socio-economic 
groups, rang ing from high socio-economic neighborhoods 
throug~ middle to low socio-economiC sections·. In other 
words,, this first grade group is representative of the gen-
era l population of the city. 
In order to show ·what arithmetical abilities, knowl-
edges, and skills were possessed by the children entering 
t he first gr ade i n the M:anchester public schools, the re-
sults of the arithmetic readiness tests 'Nere t abula ted ac-
cording to the percent of pupils in each school responding 
correctly to the items on the oral individua l tests and ac-
.Gording to the medians in the written group tests by indiv-
~==~-- --~-~~-============~==============~F======== 
idual schools and the city a~ a whole. 
ter: 
The following information is presented in this chap-
1. The percent of children in ea-ch school and the percent 
of all children in all schools ~ who responded correctly 
to each item on the oral individual a rithmetic re-adi-
ness tests. 
2. The median scores for each school and "for-·all the 
children in all the schools on the written group 
arithmetic readiness tests. 
3. The sex differences on the oral individual arith-
metic readiness tests. 
4. The sex differences on the written group arithmetic 
readiness tests. 
5· A percentage comparison of test results between 
children with kindergarten training and the children 
with no kindergarten training. 
6. A comparison of the October scores with the May 
scores on 42 pupils. 
7. The median scores for various Mental Age groups. 
-=---=-== ---=--~ ~---=-=- ----=--
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Analysis - of the results of the individual arithmetic 
- 'I 
1 readiness tests. When the children enter the first grade 
in the schools of Manchester the city-wide percents on 
Table I-A, item 1, show that 24% of all the first grade 
pupils could count by rote to less than 20, 39% of them 
could count to more than 19 but to less than 40, 10% could 
· count to more than 39 but to less than 60, 3% could count 
to more than 59 but to less. than 80, and 241; could count 
to 79 and more. In counting actual!. objects·, Table I-A, 
item 2, shows that 2% of all the first grade pupils · in the 
city could coupt only up · to five or less objects, 7% could 
count more than five objects but less than eleven, 13% 
could count to more than 10 objects but to less than six-
teen, and 78% could count to more than !~fteen objects and 
, up to t wenty. ·Items 3, 4, and 5 in Table I-A show that 
67% of all the first grade pupils could give their addresses, 
57% their telephone numbers and 24% their birthdays. It is 
to be noted that better than half of the schools in the 
city exceeded the city-wide percents in the address and 
telephone items and tha t almost half of the schools reached 
' II 
the city-wide percnt in the birthday item. In three of the 
schools not a single pupil knew his birthday. 
Most of the first gr ade pupils could name the days of 
the week. Wednesday and Thursday were more difficult to 
remember than the other five. The city-wide percents . on 
__J_ 
TABLE I-A 
PERCENT OF CHILDREN I N EACH SCHOOL RESPONDING CORRECTLY TO EACH 
ITEM ON THE INDIVIDUAL ARITHMETIC READINESS TESTS 
ITEM la lb lc 1d le 2a 2b 2c 2d 3 4 5 
A 33% 33% 7% ooz: to 27% 13% O% 13% 74% 67% 62% 7% 
B 15 15 0 11 59 0 4 11 85 89 75 0 
c 41 36 0 0 23 0 5 27 68 36 40 16 
D 24 32 7 7 30 0 7 12 81 64 48 26 
E 28 55 5 2 10 2 7 13 78 78 73 35 
F 26 41 11 0 22 0 7 7 86 74 82 37 
s G * 
c H 11 28 31 5 25 0 3 14 83 72 58 0 
H I 20 60 7 13 0 0 7 13 80 53 50 27 
0 J 48 34 3 0 15 14 21 7 58 58 71 21 
0 K 33 33 ll 4 19 0 15 11 714· 74 58 19 
L L 6 44 13 37 0 0 0 6 94 75 79 50 
s M 24 50 9 2 15 2 4 24 70 46 68 11 
N 35 49 7 0 9 0 9 26 65 67 50 14 
0 12 46 23 4 15 0 8 4 88 65 53 25 p -~~ 
Q 27 20 3 3 47 7 17 0 76 93 75 83 
R 33 33 15 0 19 0 4 15 81 63 56 30 
s 50 30 10 0 10 10 0 40 50 40 50 0 
T 10 62 14 0 14 0 5 5 20 80 71 12 CITY 
WIDE 2/.4. 39 10 3 24 2 7 13 78 67 57 24 
* Schools G and P did not complete the Individual Tests. 
KEY 
Rote Counting 
ITEM la Can count to less than 20. 
lb II II II more than 19, but to less than 40. 
lc II II II II II 39, II II II II 60. 
ld II II II II II :59' II II II II 80. 
le II II II II II 79' and to 100 or more. 
Object Counting 
2a Can count up to 5 or less objects. 
2b II II more than 5 objects, but less tha n 11. 
2c II II II II 10 II ' II II II 16. 
2d II II II II 15 II , and up to 20. 
Personal Informa tion 
3 Address 4 Telephone Number 5 Birthday 
TABLE I-B 
PERCENT OF CHIDDREN I N EACH SCHOOL RESPONDING CORREETLY TO EACH 
ITEM ON THE I NDIVIDUAL ARITHivrETIC READINESS TESTS 
ITEM . 6 Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri • . Sat. All 
A 93% 87% 75% So% 67% 87% 87% 53% 
B 100 96 89 89 81 85 85 81 
c 91 91 95 95 82 100 95 68 
D 90 93 93 76 69 86 81 62 
E 95 86 86 76 74 88 74 53 
F 93 93 96 81 74 93 93 74 
s G "~ 
c H 69 69 94 78 64 89 81 56 
H I 100 93 93 80 87 100 87 40 
0 J 66 97 76 69 55 86 45 24 
0 K 89 69 78 78 56 74 74 44 
L L 88 81 88 81 56 94 79 50 
S~. M 91 91 91 78 65 85 78 65 
N 86 81 79 79 70 91 88 54 
0 100 92 88 81 69 92 88 65 
p it-
Q 70 83 70 77 60 60 47 26 
R 74 85 70 67 67 78 70 33 
s 100 100 100 90 70 100 80 70 
T 86 67 81 76 43 91 81 43 
CITY 
WIDE 86 85 84 78 65 83 - 82 55 
*Schools G and P did not complete t he Individual Tests. 
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Ta le I-B show t hat 86% of all t he pup ils knew Sunday , 85% 
1 knew :r.,fonday, 84% kne , Tue ·s:day., .' <;mly 78% knew Wednesday, only 
65% knew Thursday, 83% knew Friday, 82% knew Saturday, and 
55% could name all the days of the week . The city-wide per-
cent s on Table - I-B were ·· surpassed by more than half of the 
schools on all the items except Saturday and the all day item. 
The first grade pupils in Manchester can identify the 
common United States monetary coins as may be seen in the 
city-wide percents in Table I-C, item 7• 97% of them could 
identify the cent, 82% the nickel, 90% the dime, 69% the 
quarter, and 53% the half dollar. 
Telling the relative value of the various coins was 
more diff icult than the identification of the coins as is 
apparent i n the city-wide percents in Table I-C; item 8. 
55% of all the pupils could tell how many cents there a r e 
in a nickel, 43% could tell how many cents there are i n a 
d i me, 37% could tell how many nickels there are in a dime, 
10% could tell how many cents -there are in a quarter, and 
omly 4% could tell how many nickels and dimes there are in 
a quarter. Only school n ·exceeded the city-wide percents 
in all the categories under the recognition and the v al ue of 
coins. The schools that scored the lowest in recognition 
of the coins, also, in most cases, scored the lowest in 
telling the rela tive value of t he various coins · . In more 
than half of the schools not a .single pupil could tell how 
TABLE I-C 
PERCENT OF CHILDREN I N EACH SCHOOL RE SPONDING COR~CTLY TO EACH 
ITEM 0 1\T THE I NDIVIDUAL ARITHMETIC READINESS TESTS 
ITEM 7a 7b 7c 7d 7e Sa 8b 8c 8d Be 
A 100% 73% 87% 73% 67% 73% 47% 37% 7% 40"/ fO 
B 96 93 93 85 89 52 44 56 11 0 
c 100 86 82 59 55 55 50 28 5 0 
D 98 89 93 78 71 58 48 53 21 9 
E 98 78 89 69 43 43 35 43 10 5 
F 100 81 . 85 51 33 68 44 33 7 0 
8 G .v • .. 
c H 100 97 97 83 56 69 50 50 86 0 
H I 93 80 87 73 53 33 33 33 0 13 
0 J 100 66 86 52 45 24 24 17 7 4 
0 K 96 93 93 85 78 69 37 19 7 0 
L L 100 100 100 94 56 81 79 38 56 0 
s M 96 85 89 68 52 57 39 30 11 0 
N 91 88 85 65 42 49 37 14 2 4 
0 100 100 96 92 6 9 62 38 65 15 0 
p * 
Q 100 100 87 53 50 73 57 43 27 0 
R 100 100 100 85 70 82 48 48 0 0 
s 90 80 90 50 60 4o 30 10 10 10 
T 
e!TY 9 5 86 86 52 0 29 5 19 0 0 
' IDE 97 82 90 69 53 55 43 37 10 4 
* Schools G an d P did not complete the Individua l Tests. 
KEY 
Recognition of Coins Value of Coins 
ITE11I 7a Cent I TEM Sa 5 cents in a nickel 
7b Nickel 8b 10 II II 11 dime 
7c Dime 8 c 2 nickels i n a d ime 
7d Quarter 8d 25 cents in a qu arter 
7e Half Dollar 8e 2 dimes and a nickel or 
1 dime and 3 nickels in 
a quarter 
--'=~=- --
many dimes and nickels there are in a quarter. 
Analysis of the results of the group aritlnnetic readi-
ness te:sts. The Manchester first grade pupils appeared to 
have an adequate vocabulary background for arithmetic as was 
determined by this testing. Table II, items la-ld, shows 
that the city-wide medians in the vocabulary tests are very 
close to the possible scores. The quantitative terms seemed 
_to be the most difficult. The medi - n for the descriptive 
terms, Table II, item 1 a, was 13.1 out of a -.pos s ible score 
of 14. The median for the positional terms, Table II, 
item 1 b, was 13.1 out of a pos s ible score of 15. The me-
dian for the compara tive terms, Table II, item 1 c, was 
19 out of a possible score of 22. The median for the quan-
titative terms, Table II, item 1 d was 6.4 out of a possible 
score of 9. 
The city-wide medians in Table II, items 2a-2d, seem 
to indica te that the first grade pupils in Manchester have a 
good understanding of grouping. In the comparison of groups, 
Table II, item 2 a, the median was 3.2 out of a possible 
score of 4. In the reproduction of groups, Table II, 
item 2 b, the median_ was 5.0 out of a possible score of 6. 
In the identification of groups, Table II, item 2 c, the me-
dian score was 5.2 out of a possible score of 6. In the rec-
ogni tion of groups, Table II, item 2 d, the median was 8.7 
out of a possible score of 10. 
TABLE II 
MEDIAN SCORES FOR EACH SCHOOL ON THE GROUP ARITHMET IC ~AD INESS TESTS 
IT:=M 1a 1b 1c 1d 2a 2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e 
A 13 .2 13-7 17-9 6.9 3 -7 5.4 5-9 9.4 5~7 9.6 9-0 .2 3.8 
B 13-7 13.7 20.0 7·3 2.9 4.6 4.9 8.6 3·9 8.4 8.7 -7 5-7 
c 13.2 13.4 19.1 7.2 3.6 5·7 5-6 9-3 4.5 8.7 8 .7 .6 3·5 
D 13.7 13. 8 20.2 7.2 3 -4 5-4 5.2 9.4 4 .9 7-9 7.0 ·3 2.4 
E 12.8 13-5 19 .9 6. 9 3·3 5·4 5·7 8 .9 3-9 8. 8 7·1 ·7 3.2 
F 13·7 14.0 17.9 5·7 3·7 5.8 4.9 9 ·7 5.4 8 .4 8 .7 ·7 2.7 
s G 12.7 13. 0 20.0 7.0 3 ·7 5·5 5-7 9 .7 6.0 7. 8 9-5 1.0 2.3 
c H 12. 8 12.5 19.7 6.2 3·7 5-3 5·3 8 .8 5.6 7-4 8 .7 .6 2.2 
H I 12. 2 13.0 19.9 6.4 3.2 5.4 5-9 8 .3 4.3 8 .1 8.7 ·3 2.3 
0 J 13.1 13.7 18.0 5.4 3-1 4.7 5·7 9.6 6.2 9.6 7.2 ·5 4. 8 
0 K 12.6 12.8 18.6 5·9 3~7 5.2 5- 7 8.3 4.9 7·0 7.0 .6 2.1 
L L 13·1 13.0 19.2 5·0 3·5 5.8 5.2 9-3 3·5 7·7 9.2 .4 1.7 
s M 13.4 12.5 18. 0 6.1 2.5 4 .5 5·5 7·5 3;3 7-0 g . 6 . 6 1.5 
N 13.1 13.4 17.9 6.5 3-4 5·1 5.8 7-1 4.2 6 .6 7·1 .8 2.1 
0 13.6 10.7 18. 8 6.5 3·6 3.6 3.1 9.0 5.2 6.8 9.6 .4 3 ·1 
p 13.2 12.4 18.4 6 .1 2.7 4.6 4.9 7-9 2.4 6 .7 8 .7 .2 1.7 
Q 12.5 12.5 17.5 5·9 2.4 2.5 5.2 7·5 2.2 8.1 7-7 ·3 3·1 
R 11 . 9 12.2 17.7 5.2 2.4 4. 8 4.7 4.7 3.2 6.0 7.2 ·3 1.9 
s 11.2 11.8 17·5 6 .9 2.4 5-0 4.9 7-0 3·5 6.5 7-0 ·7 ·9 
T 11, .7 12.9 17.4 5.2 1.7 4.8 4.~ 5.2 3.0 5.3 8.7 .4 1.5 
CI TY 6.4 3.2 5-0 5.2 8.7 4.5 7.6 8 .6 ·5 2.4 vri DE 13.1 13.1 19.0 
PGSS-
I BLE 14.0 15.0 22.0 9-0 4.0 6.0 6 .0 10 .0 6.0 10.0 10.0 2.0 6 .0 
KEY 
Vocabulary Understanding of groups 
ITEM la Descriptive t erms ITEM 2a Comparison of ·groups 
lb Positional II 2b Reproduction of group s 
lc Comparative II 2c Identification of gr oups 
1d ~uantitative II 2d Recognition of groups 
Number Sense 
I TEM 3a Numbers in a series 
3b Ordinal numbers 
3d Formation of figures 
3d Telling time 
3e Use of t he four fundamental processes 
The first grade pupils in Manchester have a good 
sense of number a s is evident in the city-wide medians in 
Table II, items 3a-3e. In supplying the missing numbers in 
a series, the median was 4.5 out of a possible score of 6, 
as may be seen in Table II, item 3 a. In identifying or-
dinal numbers, Table II, item 3 b, the median was 7.6 out 
of a possible score of 10. In the fQrmation of figures 
from 1 to 10 inclusive, Table · II, item 3 c, the median was 
8.6 out of a possible score of 10. In telling time by the 
hour and the half hour, Table II, item 3 d, the median was 
.5 out of a pos s ible score of 2. In solving problems in-
volving the four fundamental arithmetical process es, Table 
II, item 3 e, the median was 2.4 out of a pos s ible score 
of 6 . It was interesting to discover that most first gr~ de 
pupils could perform one or more of the fundamental proc-
esses correctly in solving problems even before - they have 
had any formal instruction in arithmetic.. School B 
had a median almost equal to the possible score, 5.7 out 
of a possible score of 6. 
Sex differences in the arithmetic readiness tests_. 
Comparing the performance of the 283 boys and 284 girls in 
the Manchester first grades on the various items of the 
readiness tests showed that there was a very slight diff-
erence between them. The girls scored slightly higher 
TABLE III-A 
PERCENT OF BOYS A1m GI RLS RE SPONDING CORRECTLY TO EACH ITEM 
ON THE I NDIVIDUAL ARITHMETIC READUTESS TESTS 
ITEH la lb lc ld le 2a 2b 2c 2d 3 4 5 
BOYS 26% 39% 8% 3% 24% 2% 6% 17% 75% 67% 52% 17% 
GIRLS 21~ 29Z~ ll ~ 2~ 2~ 2Zf 8~ .10~ 72?2 681S 62~ 20~ 
KEY 
Rote counting 
ITEM la. Can count to less than 20. 
lb. II II II more II 19, but to less than 4o. 
lc. II II II II II 39, II II II II .. 60. 
ld. II II II II II 59, II II II II 80. 
le. II II II II II 79 , and II 100 or more. 
Object Counting 
2a. Can count up t o 5 objects, or les~. 
2b. II II more than 5 objects, but less than 11. 
2c. II II II II 10 II " II II 16 . \ 2d. II II II II 15 II and to 20. up 
Personal Inf' orma t .i on 
3· Address 
4. Telephone Number 
;s, Birthday 
TABLE III-B 
PERCENT OF BOYS AI'ID GIRLS RESPOND I NG CORREC 'rLY TO EACH ITEN~ 
ITEM 6 
BOYS 
GIRLS 
ON THE I NDIVIDUAL RITHHETIC READINE SS TESTS 
Sun. Mon. 
84% S4% 
BBof ;o S6% 
Tues. 
B3% 
B5% 
Wed. 
79% 
7B% 
Thu. 
63% 
6B% 
TABLE III-C 
Fri. Sat. 
73% 
81% 
All 
60% 
PERCENT OF BOYS A~~ GIRLS RESPONDING CORRECTLY TO EACH ITEM 
ON THE I NDIVIDUAL ARITIDJIETIC READINESS TESTS 
I'T:Er ...r 7a 7b 7c 7d 7e Sa . Sb Sc Bd Be 
BOYS 9B~~ S2% B5f; 75% 56% 57% 47% 39% 11% 5% 
GIRLS 96~ B2~& 24~ 6:2~ 50% 52~ :2B~ :24~ s~ ~% 
KEY 
Recognition of Coins Value of Coins 
ITEM 7a Cent ITEM Sa 5 cents in a nic:tel 
7b Nickel Bb 10 II II II dime 
7c Dime Sc 2 nickels in a dime 
7d Quarter Bd 25 cents in a quarter 
7e Half Dollar Be 2 dimes and a nickel 
l dime and 3 nickels 
a quarter 
or 
in 
than the boys -on many items, but the difference was almost 
ne gligible. In rote and object counting , Table III, items 
1 and 2, the girls could count further than the boys. 
Table III, items 3, 4, and 5, shows - tha t 1% more of the 
girls t han boys kne w their addresses, 10% more girls than 
boys kne v; t .he ir telephone numbers, and 13% more girls than 
boys knew their birt hdays. It is apparent in Table III-B, 
i te rn 6, tha t a greater percentage of the girls could name: 
the days of the week, ahd 11% more girls than boys could 
name all the days of the we ek . In . recognizing the monetary 
coins and in telling their relative values, Table III-C, 
items 7 and 8, the boys- showed that they were more familiar 
- with money the.n the girls. 
The median - scores of the group tests in Table IV 
show even less variation between the scores of the girls 
and the scores of the boys, except in the total scores 
where the median score of the girls was two points highe r 
t han tha t of the boys. 
The boys and girls in the Manchester first grade s 
appe ar i n this testing to be equally familiar with the 
different phases of first gr ade number work. Another re-
cent study by Williamii/ reported similar findings. It, too, 
1/ Williams, Bea t r ice G., 11 An Inventory Test of 
Number Readines s for t he Beginning of Grade One," un-
published Master's thesis, School of Education, Boston 
University, Boston, 1950, P·55· 
-----~ 
TABLE IV 
MEDIAN SCORES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE GROUP 
ARITHMETIC READINESS TESTS 
ITEM la lb lc ld 2a 2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e 4 
BOYS 13.1 13.0 19.0 6.3 
GIRLS 13.0 13.1 19.1 6.4 
3•.1 5·0 5.2 8.7 
3.4 5.0 5·3 8.8 
4.3 7.4 8.4 .4 2.3 
4.7 7.8 8 .8 .6 2.5 
Vocabulary Understanding of Groups 
I'I!EM la Descriptive 
lb Positional 
lc -Comparative 
ld Quantitative 
terms 
II 
II 
II 
ITEM 
Number Sense 
2a Comparison of groups 
2b Reproduction of groups 
2c Identification of groups 
2d Recognition of groups 
ITEM 3a Numbers in a series 
3b Ordinal numbers 
3c Formation of figures 
3d Telling time 
3e Use of the fundamental processes 
Total Score 
4. Total score for the group tests 
- -=----= ==== 
states that a t the beginning of first grade both boys and 
girls have an equal understanding of crude comparisons 
and arithmetical words. The Williams study and this study 
seem to indicate that there is not much difference in 
arithmetic readiness between boys and girls in the first 
grade. 
A comparison of the test results between kinder-
garten-trained pupils and those with no kindergarten train-
ing. An analysis of Tables V-A, V-B, V-C, and Table VI 
indica tes that pupils in the Manchester first grades who 
have haa a year of kindergarten training are more · ready to 
begin first grade arithmetic than those without kindergar-
ten training. Comparing the results of the 42.~2 first 
grade pupils who did a ttend kindergarten with · the 125 pu-
pil s · who did not attend kindergarten showed that a year of 
school before f irst grade helps to build a more .adequate 
b a ckground for first grade arithmetic. Table V-A, item 
1 a, shows that 60% of the pupils with no kindergarten 
training could count by rote to less than 20, \'/hile only 
18% of the pupils with kindergarten training were in this 
category. Table V-A, item 1 b, shows ·that 26% of the pu-
p ils with no k indergarten training and 42% of the pupils 
with kindergarten training could c~unt by rote to more 
than 19, but to less than 4o. Table V-A, item 1 c, shows 
'I 
I 
TABLE V-A 
PERCENTAGE CO~~ARISON OF INDIVIDUAL TEST RESULTS BETWEEN KI NDERGARTEN-
TRAINED AND NON-KINDERGARTEl'!-TRAINED PUPILS 
ITEM la lb lc ld le 2a 2b 2c 2d 3 
K. T. 18% 42% 11% 3% 26% 1% 5% 10% 84% 99% 
NO K. T. 60 26 5 2 6 7 21 29 43 43 
KEY 
Rote Counting 
ITEM la Can count to less than 20. 
lb II II II more II 19, but to less than 4o. 
lc II II II II II 39, II II II II 60 . 
ld II II II II II 59, II II II II . . 80. 
le II II II II II 79, and up to 100 or more. 
Object Counting 
2a Can count up to 5 objects. 
2b II II more than 5 objects, but less than 11. 
2c II " 
II II 10 II t II 
" 
II 16. 
2d " II II II 15 II and up to 20. 
' 
Personal Information 
3 Address 
4 Telephone Number 
5 Birthday 
59% 
33 
5 
25% 
9 
that 5% of the pupils with no kindergarten training and 11% , 
of the pupils with kindergarten training could count by rote 
to more than 39, but to less than 60. Tabl·e V-A, item 1 d, 
shows t hat 2% of the pupils with no kindergarten training 
and 3% of the pupils with kindergarten training could count 
by rote to more than 59, but to less than 80. Table V-A, 
item 1 e, shows that only 6% of the pupils with no kinder-
garten training and 26% of the pupils with kindergarten 
training could count by rote to more than 79 and to 100 and 
more. In counting objects, Table V- , Item 2 a , sh ows 
that 7% of the pupils with no kindergarten training and 
only 1% of the pupils -with kinde r garten training could 
count to less than 5 objects. Table V-A, item 2 b, shows 
tha t 21% of the pupils with no kindergarten training and 
5% of the pupils with kindergarten training could count to 
more than 5 objects, but to less than ll . objects. Table V-A, 
item 2 c, shows · that 29% of the pupils . with no k indergarten 
training and 10% of the pupils with kindergarten training 
could count to more than to more than 10 objects, but to 
less than 16 objects.· Table V-A, item 2 d, shows that 43% 
of pupils with no kindergarten training and 84% of pupils 
with kindergarten training could count to more than 15 ob-
j e cts, and up to 20 objects, and possibly more. Table v~A, 
i tems 3, 4,· and 5, shows tha t only 43% of t he pupils with no 
kindergarten tra ining and 99% of the pupils with kindergarten 
TABLE V-B 
PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF I NDIVIDUAL TEST RESULTS BET\T.EEN KI1JDERGA .. RTEN-
TRAillliD AND NON- KI NDERGARTEN-TRAINED PUPILS 
ITE1d: 6 Sun. 
K. T. 89% 
NO K. T. 72 
Hon. 
89% 
71 
Tue. 
89% 
72 
Wed . 
83% 
61 
TABLE V-C 
Thu. 
68% 
55 
Fri. Sat. All 
63 45 
PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF I NDIVIDUAL TEST RESULTS BETWEEN KINDERGARTEN-
TRAINED A'"JD NON-Kil\TDERGA.l::(TEN-TR~INED PUPILS 
ITEM 7a 
K. T. 100% 
NO K. T. 81 
Recognition 
ITEM 7a Cent 
7b Nickel 
7c Dime 
7d Quarter 
7b 
85% 
73 
90% 
72 
of Coins 
7e Half Dollar 
7d 
73% 
50 
KEY 
7e 
57% 
35 
8a 
55% 
40 
8b 
46% 
30 
8c · 
37% 
23 
8d 
10% 
4 
8e 
4d /o 
4 
Value of Coins 
ITEM 8a . 5 cents in a nickel 
8b 10 II II II dime 
8c 2 nickels in a dime 
8d 25 cents in a quarter 
8e 2 dimes and 1 nickel 
or 1 dime and 3 nickels 
in a quarter 
trainihg could give their addresses correctly, 33% of the 
pupils with no kindergarten training and 59% of the pupils 
with kindergarten training could give their telephone num-
bers, and 9% of the pupils with no k indergarten training 
and 25% of the pupils with kindergarten training knew their 
birthdays. The pupils with kindergarten training could name 
the days of the week more readily than those with no kinder- -
gartan training as is evident in Tab.le v~B. The pupils with 
kindergarten training were more familiar. with the monetary 
coins and their respective values than those with no kinder-
garten training as is shown in Table V-C. 
Throughout the written group tests the pupils with 
k indergarten training had higher median scores. than the pu-
p ils v1i th no kindergarten training , as is seen in Table VI. 
The differences in the vocabulary tests were not as pro-
nounced as those in some of the items in the number sense 
and group sense tests. There was a difference of 13.4 
points in the total score medians • Therefore, the results 
of the tests would seem to indicate clearly that first 
grade pupils who have had kindergarten training are per-
haps better able to start first grade arithmetic than those 
lacking this training. 
:I 
!I 
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TABLE VI 
COM:PARISON OF MEDIANS ' ON THE GROUP TEST RESULTS OF KINDERGARTEN-
TRAINED AND NON-KI NDERGARTEN-TRAI NED PUP ILS 
ITEM la lb lc ld 2a 2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e 4 
K. T. 13.1 13.3 19.9 6.5 3.6 5.a 5.3 9.o 4.6 s.4 8.6 .5 2.5 95.9 
NO K. T. 12.2 12.1 17.5 6.2 2.5 4.4 4.8 6.5 1.9 5.1 6.8 .5 1. 9 82.5 
Vocabula ry 
ITEM la 
lb 
lc 
ld 
Descriptive 
Positional 
Comparative 
Quantitative 
terms 
II 
II 
II 
Understanding of groups 
ITEM 2a Comparison of groups 
2b Reproduction of groups 
2c Identification of groups 
2d Recognition of groups 
Number Sense 
ITEM 3a Numbers in a series 
3b Ordinal numbers 
3c Formation of figures 
3d Telling time 
3e Use of the fundamental processes 
Total Score 
4 Total score for the group tests 
Comparison of the Octo er results with the ~a results 
on 42 pupils. The arithmetic readiness tests were g iven to 
52 pupils in t wo kindergarten cla sses in one of the Man-
chester schools in May, 1952. \"vhen the tests were admini s tered / 
to the first gr ade in October 42 of these pupils h ad returned 
to t he same school. Tables V1 I-A, VII-B, ·vii-C, and Table 
VIII show a compar ison of the October test results with the 
May test results. In by rote, 7% more pupils could 
count to l ess t han 20 in Octo er than in May, 5% more pup ils 
could count to more than 59, ut to less than 80 in October 
than in ~v1ay, and 19% more pup ls could count to more than 79 
and to 100 and more in Octobe than in May, as is shown on 
Table VII-A. The gains in ect counting were not as great 
a s those in rote counting . T ble VII-A shows that in May 2% 
of the pupils could count to or less objects, but i n Octo-
ber all the 42 pupils could c unt to more than 5 obje cts. 
There was a decrease of 7% in t he number of pupils who could 
count to more than 5 objects, but less t han 11. 7% more 
pup ils could count n 10 objects, but les s t han 16, 
and 2% more pupils could coun to more than 15 ob jects and to 
20. Table VII-A, also, shows t hat 12% more pupils knew their 
telephone numbers and 19% more pupils knew ·· t heir birthdays in 
October than in May. Gains from 5% to 1 7% were made in nam-
ing the days of the week , except the naming of Thursday where 
there was a 5% loss as is shown in Table VII-A between May 
TABLE VII-A 
COMPARISON OF OCTOBER RESULTS WITH MAY RESULTS ON I NDIVIDUAL 
TESTS ON 42 PUPTI:LS 
PERCENT OF PUP ILS RESPONDING CORRECTLY TO ITEMS M.AY OCT. DIFF . 
Rote Counting 
Counted to less than 20 17% 24% I 7ot. Ia 
Counted to more than 19, but to less than 40. 62 31 - 31 
Counted to more than 39, but to less than 60. 7 7 0 
Counted to more than 59, but to less than so. 2 7 I 5 
Counted to more than 79, and to 100 or more. 12 31 I 19 
Ob.1ect Counting 
Counted to 5 or less objects. 2 0 2 
Counted more than 5 objects, but less than 11. 14 7 7 
Counted more than 10 objects, but less than 16. 5 12 I 7 
Counted more than 15 objects, and to 20. 79 81 I 2 
Personal Information 
Know telephone number. 53 65 l 12 
Know birthday. 2 21 I 19 
·~'ll"eekda;y s 
Sunday 81 91 I 10 
Monday 83 93 I 10 
Tuesday 83 100 ,L 17 
\'ednesday 79 83 ,L Lj. 
Thursday 74 69 5 
Friday 76 87 ,L 11 
Saturday 76 81 ,L 5 
4 
TABLE VII-B 
COMPARISON OF OCTOBER RESULTS WITH HAY RESULTS ON I NDIVIDUAL 
TESTS ON 42 .PUPILS 
PERCENT OF PUP ILS RESPONDING CORRECTLY TO ITElviS R'LAY OCT. DIFF . 
· Recognition- of Coins 
Cent 93% 98% f 5% 
Nickel 83 87 ,t 4 
Dime 88 87 f 1 
Quarter 71 66 5 
Half Dollar. 66 62 ll. 
Value of Coins 
5 cents in a nickel 66 50 - 16 
10 cents in a dime 43 41 2 
2 nickels in a dime 24 45 f 21 
25 cents in a quar.ter 12 12 0 
2 dimes and 1 nickel or 1 dime and 3 -nickels 2 7 ,t 5 
in a quarter 
and October. 
Table VII-B shows tha t 5% more pupils could identify 
a cent, 4% more pupils could identify a nickel, and 1% more 
pupils could identify the dime in October than in May, but 
5% less pupils could identify the quarter and 4% less pup ils 
could identify the half dollar in October than in May. This 
table, also, shows that in g iving the relative values of the 
c·oins, 16% less pupils knew how many cents, there ~ are in a 
nickel, 2% less ·pupils knew how many cents -there are in a 
dime, and the same percent knew how .. many cents there are in 
a quarter, but 21% more pupils knew how many nickels t here 
are in a dime and 5% more pupils knew how many dimes and 
nickels there are in a quarter ·in October than in May. 
Throughout the group tests there ·= v,rere gains from 
May to October from .1 of a point to 1.3 points in the me-
dian scores on all i terns, except ·one, and a gain of 11.6 
points in the median of the total score. There was a loss 
of .2 of a 90int in the median score in the identific_a tion 
of groups . These test results may indicate tha t there is 
some growth rather than decline in arithmetic readiness 
during the summer vaca tion months among the pupils who had 
just completed a year of kindergarten training . 
!l 
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TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF OCTOBER MEDIAN SCORES WITH MAY MEDIAN SCORES 
ON 42 PUPILS ON THE GROUP TESTS 
;-
MAY OCT. DIFF . 
Vocabular;y: 
Descriptive terms 13.4 13.8 I .4 
Positional t erms 13·7 13. 8 I .1 
Comparative terms 20.7 21.1 I .4 
Quantitative terms 6.4 7·3 I ·9 
Grouo Sense 
Comparison of groups 3.2 3·2 0 
Reproduction of groups s.o 5-3 I ·3 
Identification of groups 5· 7 s.;; , .2 :-
Reco gnition of groups 8. 5 9.8 I 1.3 
Number Sense 
Series 3·5 4.8 I 1.3 
Ordinals 7·3 8.4 1 ·1.1 
Figure forma tion 6.2 7.4 I 1.2 
Telling time ·3 .4 I .1 
·~ Fundament a l processes 1.§ 2.8 1 '1.2 
Total Score 104.6 
Median scores for different mental age groups on the 
total scores of the grouu tests. Table IX shows tha t there 
is. s ome relationsh ip between the mental a ge and the tota l 
s core on the arithmetic readiness goup te s ts. The median 
scores for some of the menta l age group s are unreliable, 
since there were only a fe w pupils within those particular 
mental age ranges, whereas, there were more than a hundred 
pupils within other mental age groups. In Table IX, those 
whose menta l ages r anged from 7-6 to 7-8 made a median 
score of 106. Those with a mental age range from 7-3 to 
1 7-5 made a median score of 100. Those with a mental age 
r ange from 7-0 to 7-2 made a median score of 91. Those with 
a me nta l age of 6-9 to 6-11 made a median score of 88. Tho s e 
wi th a mental age of 6-6 to 6-6 made a median score of 87. 
Those with a me ntal age of 6-3 to 6-5 made a median score of 
77· Those with a mental age of 6-0 to 6-2 made a med ian 
I score of 76. Those with a mental age of 5-9 to 5-11 made a 
median score of 70. Those with a mental a ge of 5-6 to 5-8 
I 
made a median score of 57. Those with a mental age o 5-3 to 
5-5 made a .median score of 54. Those with a mental age of 
5-0 to 5-3 made a median score of 4o. Invaribly, Table IX 
shows tha t pupils with high Mental Ages a re more ready to 
s tart ari t hmetic in gr ade one than those with low Mental 
Ages. 
-- -- - tt----=--==--=-
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TABLE I X 
MEDIAN S CORE S F OR DIFFERE NT MEHTAL AGE GROUPS 
ON THE TOTAL S CORES OF THE GRO UP TE STS 
MENTAL AGE GROUP PERCENT OF WHOLE GROUP I,JEDIAN SCORE 
I n Year s and Mo n ths 
7-6 7-8 23% 106 
7-3 7-5 24 100 
7-0 7-2 17 91 
6-9 6-11 13 88 
6-6 6- 8 10 87 
6-3 6-5 6 77 
6-0 6-2 3 76 
5-9 5-11 1 70 
5-6 5-8 1 57 
5-3 5-5 1 54 
5-0 5-2 1 40 
CHAPTER V 
SUJW~ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER V 
Sm.~ARY A~ID CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to construct and admin-
ister arithmetic readiness to determine the number back-
ground and t he arithmetical concepts, .knowledges, and abil-
ities of pupils beginning first grade. The results were to 
he used as a basis for group ing the pupils for arithmetic in-
struction. 
The 624 pupils tested are in the t wenty-four first 
grades in the Manchester, New Hampshire, public schools. The 
1 conclusions in this chapter are based on the results re-
ceived on 567 pupils who completed all the tests. 
This study was undertaken with the following limita~ 
tions i n mind: 
1. The ·tests needed to be pictorial, since the children 
who were to be -tested could not read. 
2. The number of items in each sub-test had to be few in 
number, since children of this age tire easily. 
3. The directions had to be given orally to the pup ils. 
4. The validitJr and reliabi l ity were not demonstrated, 
although the tests hav.e'·high . face validity and g ive 
cursory evidence of s a tisfactory reliability. 
( 
- I 
I With the above limitations in mind, the following con-
If elusions can be made for the pupils entering the first grade 
i n the Manchester, New Hampshire, public schools: 
1. They have a good number vocabulary background and a 
considerable number of arithmetical concepts, knowl-
edges, and abilities with which to begin arithmetical 
instruction. 
2. There are no great differences in arithmetic readi-
ness in first grade between the boys and the girls. 
3. First grade pupil·s who have had kindergarten training 
have more meaningful number conaepts than those who 
have had no kindergarten tra ining. 
4. Pupils with higher Mental Age s made be tter scores on 
both individual and group tests. 
5. Pupils enteri·ng the first grade have a_ . larger number 
of arithmetical concepts than many first grade 
teachers recognize. 
Suggestions for further study: 
1. To what extent is Mental Age a factor in determining 
number readiness? 
2. Would first grade pupils in another community show 
t he same amount of readiness for arithmetic if these 
same tests were administered? 
3· Are these test results at the beginning of gr ade one -
II 
11 
. -
predicitive of success in arithmetic in the intermedi-
ate grades? 
4. Are there - any sex differ ences in arithmetic readiness 
in other grades or in areas of arithmetic? 
5· Is there any significant correla tion between reading 
re adiness and arithmetic readiness in the first grade? 
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APPENDIX 
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I~ Philosoph;r 
r··,·-~ .-.; ;~'. 
- -~, . ..) J. t.J 
- .,~ ., ,, 
J...l .L..\. ) . ,..~ - ·;- ·. .• .. · .. ·~ \...:.-.~..-. __ .l_._, • =·-;:.:> 
OlY.cmnt o J:hE: nroblem2. of vooabul:-U''Y, umJ.erstandinc; of nu:::bez' 
in foromin~3 figures vc.ry in amount. ~:nd quality ar:10ns be3inners 
in the first grade o These ari 1:.hr:1et:tc rc:·.din8ss tests aim to 
h ~ 1-h ~ h t g • .... "l . - ~ 1 , . .... - 1 ... . eJ.~:? ·~.~. e -:.e .:.c er o u:t.s cover u 1e J.eveJ. or ew:; 1 O!ll..'..u. · s co neap vS 
ar ... d. his lmo .. ··leclge of th)Se nkills r.rhich cout;;:•ihut,e to S1..'!.CIJ'?SS 
ln ari trJ.!l.~etic o 
II. ?urpoce c.nd the ne·3d for the tests 
:rt~e preseni:. day philoso~;hy of teo:Jhin{S arithnetic in a 
neanin3ful, sy stew~: tic manner dem~-:.ntls th ;\.t y;e sta:r·t te£1.-Jhing . 
:t t when the child first enters the. first,. srac1e o Si:1~ ::·csearch 
sho·;-,s that children vary greatly in thair number bo..ck(;round, 
·chen first grade tr;<~chers need to discover earl~' in the school 
year the individu:J.l and grou:9 weaknesses o.nr~. ztrengths ;::.nd the 
in formal number ~70l"l;: accord inc; to their nserls o ... The oral tn--
dividual ~ea~s alffi to -~ .... ,.... -~""""·""' ·: .. 1~c lJ.J.Oc...t.oU\A..t. ,_.. V.J.J-...., 
th:J.t he o.s an individual needs to :;.:no'.7; such as his birthday, 
mea.sur9 ::11s · knonledc;e and underst·:-..ndinc; of an .:J.ri thnetic-baclc-
sroun.J. v·::>aabul.:;.ry, number conce:;Jts 1 ol'din·.~l .1.ncl car.J.inal numbers; 
_qrocosseso 
Test mEcterials: 
la A copy of the tGst booklet for each ohild~ 
2... c.c.rk cr.e.yon or a soft-leacl 1)811<:~~'-1 for' each c:'1ildo 
the teachero A record sheet for thG indivic~ual testso 
Eo Time ::"nr :':lving -t.he test;:; : 
lo Th9 tests· ar'e no·t t~.med,. but no s'Lfb-test .should. t::1ke 
lon~2_;er t.han 8 minutes.. Spc-:1ed is not i.i fi::i.Ctor in ti"l.ese 
tests.. A teacher may use her disciVetion as to the 
.9.mov.nt . of t:tmo .Jhe should. aLLov "':.o ~:. uhllu \'Tho i,;:; 
Cc Sp3ci:~o directions 
~-" F'ilJ. Ov. t :Lnfo:.7JT.9.t:J.on cn.lled :~or on the cov·~r of the 
2o 2u~~ly ~~~h ahild with a bootlet and a crayon ~r pen6ilo 
3o IntDoC.uco the t3st.::< by bolrl.ing up c, coy.Jy of tln t.e:::;t, 
. booklet •. anC:. :-Jaying, H9r'e aro sorr!e int:.Bresting ·-:ictures 
i.7hicl":. \'iG Dl:D.I'l use todfly :!.n plD.yin::~ sorr,? 32-me s, Lis tor. 
co.refullyo Do the best you ca:-1, ~)Ut do not. ask s.ny 
IV~ :::>::-;e~ific \':drection::O for the .:J,d:.1'1ini:s:trg·ticn of the individual 
tests. 
m """e. ~ ;-_ -::. "' cl ... J. p \J ·-· ....... -~ ind5.vid.ually, and ~&cord hie responses 
It,3m lo Rotc 6ount:tns---Asl: t,ho pupll to count as f&.l' as he can 9 
startinG i7ith one~ under I ·:;v·rite the last numb.:::P i:lE••m~u 
3or:c-·ectJ.y in the Ge:eies.. If the :pu:;l: counts ·co l)J,-
sto~) him, and place 100 in the columno 
Item 2o Object count.inc;---?rovide twenty objects fol.., the pu:Jil 
to connt, cuch B.Ej P:J..l)e:;:.~ cli:>:·s, pencils; etco :~ut cJ.ovm 
in column II the l~1.st number the pu:pil uses correctly 
in countins the o~jecta. 
:Lt:nr't 3c. .i ... cJdre::·D---.::.:3:;: ·Ghe ehild \':~1e·,·e ho liveso 
III the ot:::>eet numbe::.• the pupil. c_;:tveso 
F:ffi.ou it, i)Ut D. ~:·. 1!1 th(:J columno 
?lc. .. ~.ue i.ll colum.Ll 
I·? he does not 
· :L:ter· 1.1. ·rnl· ;•}:'}_cno ::m::1ber---.:!.8k · the ')Upil if he haa a te2.c.r;hone o 
If he hB.s ·Jnc~ 1 o.G:C him t.h:) number, and rrri te lt e.s he 
~i~es it. If he ~oes not know it, Write ~. Ko , ~rnd if 
he has no telephone 1 ~.-,rite none in column IV., 
Itmr :Jo J:i.rthclay---A::;t::: tb.e :r:;u:·lil for his 1):i.rthclt!.y. .:c:i.te tl'lc 
Llcx-~th ;).nd. J.cq t::.c he :;i·;res 1··j, ::~nd :i.f he d:Jes net la1ovJ 
it, '.:J:j.te ·'). K. in column Vu 
Item j" f~.sl;;: the pupil to name the dc::ys of the ':Jer·k. Check 
tb3 T·l··c~Y:r colu:.-;:n a~J the ::;u::;ll. :;:L\'es each O.a;;. :':;Eave 
the columns blc:mk Ylhere he clocs not knvw the d~.ws o 
Item 7 o Recoc;:.11 tion of 00in;~~·-·-Di spl·:y th6 :f-0llmring cc :i.nE---
·,;G-;•:r.'y, nlcl<:el, .:: .. i;ne 1 qu::.:;:•tor, ... nc1 :1:.lf 6.ollc:cr" .c~.sk 
th8 child to sho·.;r :.:mc't narne the co:1..ns he k:nons. Check 
tbc :)r'o:per cclur.un unde::..., v:n D.s he identifies the 
coins co:.."i..,ec·tly" Leave the ones he does not. knoYl blank·a 
Item 8. Value of th8 colns---Checl~ the proper column tilncJ..er VIII 
as t.he pu~;>il ;:;:lves 'tht::J corrGct vo..lue cf each coino 
.·:.s1c: 
':1 0 Hov1 mrmy ~)<.3l1l1 i· .. ~ s •':"';"...,('::l thc3re in a ni.:::kel? ~ .... . .._,. 
b~ ll II 11 '1 11 ll 11 dime? 
Ce 11 11 n1clr.els n:.:~r:; -t.her>e :tn o, dijn·c? 
d~ II .11 pennies ~l.:~e the1..,e in a qu.;.rter? 
9·· !I 11 cl.imGS :;md n: .. clrels tl..1..,··3 there in a .:1ur:~:cter·? 
V o ;)c1ecific cl.J.r.:~ct,j_ons for the c;roup ter-jt.So 
Item I ao .il"':"ltl1PiBt1c voc;_:.,buL'"ry---Descri·)tive ·terms. 
1. ::?ut yoLE., f5.nc;er on the little cross by the first box" 
( Sho·.-.r ',7hel"8) 
2 o In eo~ol1 1Jo;~ you co .. n se2 trro pictur~~es. You Yri.ll put e .. 
cross on ·the ::Jicture th::.t I ".7ill tell, you lil:::e this" 
(Demonst.rr~te on the bl:..:.cl-;:boo..rd), 
3o ~i.e:peat before e<.1.ch of the follm;inc;: "Look in the 
next box, o.no. •_::,ut D. cross on 
a o the round. f'i:~ure 
b., the square 
Co the lons line 
do the little buttcn 
the Go 
. f 0 the 
5o the 
h., tb.e 
short stsm 
bic:; bunny 
larg0 t.J.."ee 
tall co.ndle 
io the 
jo the 
:~::, o ~~he 
1. the 
IDo the 
n, the 
strai:~ht line 
curved. line 
hic;h box 
lor.· chair 
flo.t roof 
'Item I be "·iri thmc=:·tic vocs.bu1:.~.ry---?osi tional terms 
lo ?ut y·our fihc;erby the first boxo (Sh0'\7 rrhere) 
2 o Re}Jent before e:wh of the follo1.vins: 11 Loo\: j_n the next 
bo::: 0.nc1 :put a cross on the 
a. a:rror1 '!Olnt:i.D.'3 to JGhC ri,3ht ho ai:r~Jlane e;;oln3 u~J 
bo ap·)le under the tree io bird flyinc; over the house 
c a left mitten j., bird tho.t is D.he.•:1.d of 
cJ. o sometbJ.nc; bcmeo.th th;3 t:.ble the othex•s 
e. some thine; bosj_de the t;:-,ple lc o last, truck 
f o middle bovJl of flor:Ars 1. pum;l'::in in front of -.he 
c,o arrow :_Jointj_n;;:; doTm.\:n .. _ .. rl 
h o center flu.c.; 
otho1.,s 
illu bird flyinc.; bolo~ the 
others 
Item Ic ~ Jl.ri t!1metic vo::;bUl2.X'y---compo.rc:ti ve tel"ms · 
lo Put you:.t." finger on tho f:i.rst boxa (She·:; -,rhel ... e)!<'ind the 
bunch that h:;.s mos'l:, 1X".llOOl1S, and yUt a croSD on it. o 
2o Repe8:t before e:::oh of t11e follov1in3: ":?ut ~;.rour fin3sr on the 
next bo:~, and p;xt ac:i."oss on the 
ao ~rou:o with J:,he most m.·.".rblesa ko 31i1alle:." tree 
ba tre0 with the fe·,-;er ,'3.:':J·:)les lo tall·~Gt stee~ole 
Co taller fl~g ~ole mn longest balloon strin3 
d" sroup •;J:i.th fa.-rest b~-~n."J.nc.s . n. lo;;iest ch::l..ir 
Oa fone;e:r 11ne Oo J.ll"'plane flyinc; the hiCjhest 
f. bird that is fl;r:ln.~ h1.:;hr:n"' 'i_}? pj_J.e ·-rith less e,::;.:·;s 
0• bi;.:;ser bD.ll' q .. · shortest tulip stem 
ho louer flo~er rn box Tiith the least marbles 
1., bi::;;;est o.p lle So smallest kite -
jo larger cup t4 l~rgest star 
u. shol"'ter c;:'.ne 
Item Icl.o i:..:eithr:rJ.etic voc;J .. bul·~·.ry---quantit'!:t.lve terrr:.s 
lo :Put Jour fincs•~r on the n.rst oo:::o ao Fut. c. cross. on the 
c:i. ... OUD of mc:.ny oi:c'ds o 2en.ea t before each of ths follo·;Jing: 
_.Put- youl., flnUO!l., 0~1 t.b.e l18J::t boz :1d put :1 cross on th3 
~)" bac; 'ii:lth much C!·:'.nd.y :L'o ::sL::,sc that is h'-1,lf full 
co 00U}!J_e o:f ;~1j)~)l C.; s ;~; u ·1tlD~l1 ·i:,~)l1 of .:t ~J le 
~0 ~?oup uith feu st~rs ho dozen of e~3s 
e. pair of s~·~thins ia full cup 
Item 2a. OomT):?.:i.'"'tso:n of groups 
lo Look at the box ~ith the fishes in it, Put a cross on the box in 
the sa;n::; lj_ne t.~1.2..t he.s the same number of dots as there are fish. 
2o Now, look e.t the box with the tull~~so Put a cross on the box in 
the sarJJ.e li::-2e tbe;t, has the same number of dots as there re tulips o 
3., Loo 1:: u. t the box w it,h the he arts in ito ?u t a C}ro s s on the box in 
the same line that has the same number of dots as there are hearts. 
4, Look at the box of flowerso :?ut a cross on the box in the same 
line that has the s-·,me number of dots as there are flowers" 
Item 2b., Reproc1ucM.on of g::--oups o 
Demonstra.te on the blacl;:board ho'.7 to make a cJ.ot., 
1. Look in the firet box :1nd see how many umbrellas there areo 
In the eu'!pty box beside it ( sho11 -v1here) draw as m.:.:.ny dots as 
thel"e are umbrellas o · 
2"' Look at the balloonrjl and draw as mnny o.ots as there are ba:ll0ons 
in the empty box besids the balloon box., 
3o Look at t.he ap·}lt?S. :Jrg.w as many dots o.s there are ap)lesb 
'-l·o II II II treeS. II II II II II II II treeSo 
5o 11 n 11 candles 6 n 11 11 n 11 11 n candles" 
c., 11 11 11 E'ittenso 11 11 11 n 11 11 If kittens. 
Item 2co Identification of ~roups 
lo Put a cross on the ~ox ~ith 3 balls in ito 
2" 11 II II II II II II .) ::;,pryJ.e 8 OD the 
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houses 11 11 
flo·1.;ers in ito 
clL·.,DonO.s in ito 
Item 2do Recor;nition of ~rouns ::.nd nwnbel'"'S. 
lo ?ut 3. cross on ·t,he n~lm.bGr the.t tells hoYT many cups there are" 
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Item 3a ~ ···ri ting numbers in a fJerie s 
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3 LI- 5 " Ask, ll·:.na t 
inisninr; 1 so I <7ill Yiri<:.e 
Zrase the sam;;Jle" 
e 
Q 
0 
Place samole on the blnckbot:U"'d----1 2 
number is·· rnlssin.s hel"'e? 11 Se.y 11 Yes, 6 is 
it here to shon th.:~t it comes afJc.er 5o 11 
1. Now Jl:ook at the numbers in the first bo~c, and Yll"ite in the miso-
in[; number u 
2o Look in the next box 
II II II II I! 
II II II II II 
II II II 
e.nd 
II 
II 
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\'rri te 
if 
ln the missj_nc; nU"Elbero 
II !1 II II 
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II II II ll ntmbgrs., 
11 II II II II 
It,em 3bo ( 1 J.~r5 .. j.l1.~:l .. l f3 
2epeat before each of 
1. second bird. 
2. seventh apryle 
3. fourth ldte 
4. sixth ball 
5. ninth flm"Ter 
the followin:·~: 11 r'ut a cross on the 
6. third house 
7 o tenth chaJ.r 
8. fifth l'mgon 
9· first rabbit 
10. eic;bth tuli~Q 
Item 3co Formin3 figures. 
'.-:rite all the numbers you 1\:now f:-com 1 to 10 o ':iri te only one 
number in a box. 
Item 3d. TellinB time 
lo Look in the top row. Put a cross on the clock that says 
8 o 1 clcc};:o 
Look in th,z nent rovt. Put a cross on the clock th::tt says half 
p:;.st 3. 
Item 3eo Usin;? the four fundamental processes in solvinc; p:-coblemso 
Say: I shall read some stories o.nd t,hen I shall ask you to do 
something., Listen c,1refully" 11 
1 o Hot her is going to bake tvto cal\:es o She ne·~ds 3 ec;gs for 
one calm and 2 eggs for the nthe:::> cake. Hori :::.w.ny G33S j_n 
all shall she take out of the "t"efl ... i()er:ltor? Listen ::md I 
\'!ill read the story again. No,-;, put '), cross ·:Jn the bo:~ 
·a:lth. tho number of e3c;s tho..t Tiot.he1"' nr::erls for the ·t~'jo c~i.kes 
2o Listen. Susan had four lfullipnps. 3hs gave her sister two. 
HoYT nany lolli::>ops has 3usan 110\7'6 ( Re~')eat) -,~ut e. cross on 
thu box tl1.J. t sho-{lS ho·.7 many lollLJo~~JS :usan hc.s left.., 
3 o Listen, Judy has 2 'buttons on her co::~~. Eer sister has 
2 tim'3S as many c Ho·,-: many buJG~:.ons are there on Jw:l.y 1 :3 sis-
ter's co .. ::.t':' U1el)eat) :?uta cross on the ocx that sho·.1s 
how many buttons there arE: on Judy 1 s sister 7 s co c.. to 
'+o Listen., Jc.clt has 6 In11rbles 0 He i7ants to cUvide them with. 
his brother, so th·"'.t both of them wfull have th-:; same num-
ber of marbles" Hon many marbles will J·ack give his broth~r? 
(~epec:~t) J?ut a croes on ·tthe box th~1.t si1ov:s ho•.7 many marblGs 
Jack will siva his brother. 
· 5o Listen., Bob cu.uc;ht only- one fish .. · H:l.::; brother cc.u::;ht LJ- more 
th.:,,n he dld., 2-Iow many :fish did Bob's brother catch? (Repee.t) 
Put; a cross on the oox that sho-.;·;-s hm1 li1<i.l1Y flsh Bob 1 s brother 
c•..1ught o 
6., Listeno IIa1'"ty 1 3 mother~ l1l1d 6 8 .. p:)les o She 3t?..V9 Llary :1nd I1er 
friend two of' theme How ma.ny ap~1les has :'.~othe:;.. .... left? (rlepeat) 
Put, a cross on the box thr~.t shows how many ap ~)les :.:other has 
left, o 
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ARITHMETIC READINESS TESTS 
FOR BEGINNING FIRST GRADERS 
PUPIL 1 S NAME SEPTEMBER lst AGE--__ YR. _MO. 
KINDERGARTEN TRAINING _YES _NO 
MO. MENTAL AGE _YR. 
--. 
INDIVIDUAL TEST RESULTS 
Can Count by Rote to 
Can Count Objects to 
Knows Addre·ss·:. 
Knows Telephone Number 
Knows· Birthday 
Weekdays~-~-- Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thur.Sday 
Friday ·' 
Saturday 
Recogn:ttion·---C:e.nt 
of Coins: N~ckel 
Dime 
Quarter 
I. Q. 
Half Dollar~---
Value of· Coins~­
Pennies in Nipkel 
P.e~es in a Dime 
Nickels 11 11 11 
Pennies tt '.' Quarter 
Nickels and Dimes in 
a Quarter 
GROUP TEST RESULTS 
Vocabulary 
1. Descriptive 
2. Pos:Ltto.nal 
3. Compar~tive 
4. Quantitative 
Group Sense 
1. Comparison 
2. Reproduction 
3. Identification 
4. Recogni tiarr~ 
Number Sense 
1 .. Ser·ies 
2. Ordinals 
3· Figure formati~n 
4. Telling time 
5. Fundamental 
processes 
TOTAL SCORE 
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